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Our team
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Timeline

Prior to July - ongoing efforts to reform & study medical student 
wellness by students, OMSE, and the Wellness Office

July 15th - Noah Cutler’s Death by Suicide 

August 10th - Student powerpoint presentation to Dean Bradford

August 25th - Workgroup Commenced - weekly meetings

November - Draft proposal circulated to key stakeholders
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The Why
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Existing MM Learner Mental Health Services
Medical Students: No institutionally funded mental health services. Access to 
psychiatrist designated as med student provider (not funded by OMSE but time 
protected via Dept), no therapists, all visits billed to insurance or self pay, limited 
hours and locations. 

Residents: Recognized HOMHP with administrative support and awareness 
through HOA. 0.4 FTE funded psychiatrist with no-charge initial eval documented 
outside of MiChart. Ongoing treatment with $25 copay (most HOs have Premier 
Care as benefit of employment). OCWR access. Opt-out checks being piloted. 

Graduate Students: 1.6 FTE therapists to provide 3-6 counseling session per 
student per year at no charge to student. 
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Barriers to Access
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Fear of Negative Consequence
“The waitlist to see a counselor/therapist through UHS is months. The service might as well 
not exist for most people, especially when they are experiencing a crisis – and in such cases 
it is taken as a given that seeking help through PES is tantamount to torpedoing your 
education and career.”

Scheduling Difficulties/Time
“When I reached out to the therapists, it was difficult to find times and a few didn’t have any 
availability at all. It was a very long tedious process... Not getting mental health services 
until October was traumatic to be honest.”

Cost
“It would be great if psychiatric services were available to med students at little or no cost. 
When I saw Dr. Votta, even though I have insurance from a large national insurance 
agency, I had to pay $400 out of pocket, making this service virtually inaccessible to me. I 
don’t want to have to choose between a mental health crisis and financial crisis.”



M-Checks: Innovative Opt-Out Screening
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○ Opt-Out
○ Web-Based and In-Person components
○ Automatically scheduled for students with protected time within the curriculum
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The Ask



Reviewed by
Dr. Srijan Sen, Frances and Kenneth Eisenberg Professor of Depression and Neurosciences, 
Associate Vice President for Health Sciences

Dr. Gregory Dalack, Chair, Department of Psychiatry

Dean Rajesh Mangrulkar, Marguerite S. Roll Professor of Medical Education and Associate Dean 
for Medical Student Education

Dean Joseph Kolars, Josiah Macy, Jr., Professor of Health Sciences Education and Senior 
Associate Dean for Education and Global Initiatives

Dean David Brown, Associate Vice President and Associate Dean for Health Equity and Inclusion

Dr. Mark Prince, Charles J. Krause, MD Collegiate Professor and Chair, Department of 
Otolaryngology - Head and Neck Surgery

John Copeland, Senior Director of Development, Medical Education and Alumni Relations
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Innovation and a culture of caring:

● M-Checks 
○ opt-out
○ scheduled for student
○ both web-based and in-person 

components
○ time ‘off’

● Coordinating with all OMSE leadership 
regarding time for checks

Removing barriers, increasing 
inclusivity:

● Ongoing, accessible care (FTE for 
psychiatrist, therapists)

● Connection within MM (shared resources 
with OCWR)

● Connected resources in the community 
with staff coordinator

In summary: the elements
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Discussion
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Figure 6. MiStep Data for medical students from the past 5 
years.
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Staff responsibilities 25

2.0 FTE support staff (providing the support that we would otherwise receive from nursing and care 
management teams):

○ Managing appointment scheduling 
○ Following up with a student if they no-show for an appointment
○ Ensuring students are not lost to follow up if they cancel an appointment
○ Fielding medication refill requests
○ Doing medication prior authorizations 
○ Helping students interface with pharmacies for any issues that might arise
○ Helping students navigate their prescription insurance coverage
○ Managing any form or letter requests
○ Obtaining records from prior psychiatric providers
○ Coordinating care with other current medical providers
○ Health resources in the community, coordinating insurance coverage
○ Obtaining records from emergency room visits or hospitalizations if they occur
○ Helping students find a new psychiatric provider after graduation
○ Sending records to new psychiatric providers


